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A B S T R A C T

Herein we present examples of the application of the 13C-13C Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy (NOESY) experiment to the study of metalloproteins and we
critically discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the method as a function of the molecular size of the investigated systems. The contribution is focused on a few
case studies among the systems analyzed in the group of the corresponding author. The 13C-13C NOESY experiment represents the gold standard for the observation of
NMR signals in the 480 kDa ferritin nanocage and for monitoring its interaction with iron. By decreasing the protein size, the experiment progressively loses its
importance as a tool for the detection of the complete spin pattern of the amino acid side chains, as exemplified by nickel-dependent regulatory protein, NikR
(molecular mass of the homo-tetramer ~80 kDa). In very small proteins, such as mitochondrial cytochrome c (12.3 kDa), we are only able to detect cross peaks
between adjacent 13C nuclei; this feature turned out to be useful for the assignment of the 13C core resonances of the porphyrin in a uniformly enriched heme.

1. Introduction

The present contribution is based on the lectures given by P. Turano
at the Summer School of Bioinorganic Medicinal Chemistry held in
August 2017, to which this Special Issue is dedicated. Among the sev-
eral topics covered during those lectures, the present minireview fo-
cuses on some demonstrators of the potentialities of 13C-13C Nuclear
Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy (NOESY) experiment in systems of
different molecular size.

1.1. Why 13C-direct detection?

Biological NMR is largely based on 1H detection because of the
highest sensitivity of this nucleus that stems from a high natural
abundance (99.98%) and high gyromagnetic ratio
(γ= 26.752 107 rad s−1 T−1). Nevertheless, this approach shows its
weak spot when one needs to deal with systems characterized by fast
nuclear relaxation, as it occurs for paramagnetic species, where both
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times (T1 and T2, respectively)
can be extremely short [1–4], or in large macromolecular assemblies
where T2 decreases as the rotational correlation time τc determined by
molecular tumbling increases (Fig. 1). These effects are attenuated
when passing to low γ nuclei such as 13C (γ= 6.728 107 rad s−1 T−1).
Given the dependence of relaxation rates (T1−2 and T2−1) on the γ2 of
the involved nuclei, the advantage of using low γ nuclei for fast-relaxing
systems becomes apparent. Of course, the low natural abundance of the
13C isotope needs to be counterbalanced by the use of uniform 13C-

labeling of protein samples. On the other hand, as a drawback of the
low γ, 13C-direct detection suffers for low sensitivity; the problem is
attenuated by using dedicated probeheads for high magnetic field
spectrometers. The development of the hardware has been flanked by
the design of a complete set of protonless NMR experiments for the
systematic assignment of protein backbone and side chains [5,6], based
on exploiting the heteronuclear scalar correlations. This approach has
been proposed initially by Bertini et al. for systems characterized by
short relaxation times such large proteins and paramagnetic metallo-
proteins [7–10]. These experiments represent an alternative assignment
strategy with respect to the sequences developed by Wüthrich and
coworkers to obtain 15N-1H correlations in large macromolecular or
supermolecular assemblies [11,12], which optimize transverse relaxa-
tion based on cross-correlated relaxation between dipole-dipole inter-
actions and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), and include transverse
relaxation-optimized spectroscopy (TROSY), cross-correlated relaxa-
tion-enhanced polarization transfer (CRINEPT), and cross-correlated
relaxation-induced polarization transfer (CRIPT).

1.2. Why NOESY?

In parallel to the above protonless experiments based on scalar
correlations, the same authors proposed the use of heteronuclear di-
polar correlations via 13C-13C NOESY [13] taking as test cases mono-
meric and dimeric superoxide dismutase (16 and 32 kDa, respectively).
The gain in intensity when passing from the monomer to the dimer can
be easily interpreted by recalling that Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
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varies proportionally with T1 and the rotational correlation time τc. For
a rigid molecule, the latter increases with molecular size, as roughly
deducible from the Stokes-Einstein relationship. As qualitatively de-
picted in Fig. 1, for macromolecules T1 in turn increases with increasing
τc, while the transverse relaxation time T2 decreases.

Therefore, depending on where the investigated system settles along
the τc axis, the use of 13C-13C NOESY might become particularly fa-
vorable. On the other hand, the continuous decrease in T2 results as
progressively detrimental for the detection of scalar correlations. In
Section 2 we present three examples of largely different size and τc, and
we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the use of dipolar vs.
scalar correlations.

2. 13C-13C NOESY: examples of application to metalloproteins

2.1. Ferritin

The so-called maxiferritins are nanocage proteins of molecular mass
of the order of 500 kDa that self-assemble from 4-helix bundle subunits
to form a hollow structure of spherical shape, with an external diameter
of 12 nm; the internal cavity, designed to host a ferric oxo biomineral,
has a diameter of about 8 nm (Fig. 2A). The structure is highly sym-
metric (O symmetry) with C2, C3 and C4 symmetry axes respectively
along the contacts between antiparallel-oriented pairs of subunits,
along the channels that form where three subunits from different pairs
come in contact, and along the channels where the four subunits from
different pairs come in contact (Fig. 2A) [14]. As reviewed elsewhere,
the symmetry properties of the cage represent an obvious simplification
for the NMR analysis when dealing with homopolymeric ferritin cages,
where the number of detectable signals equals that expected for a single
subunit [15].

On the other hand, the overall molecular size is an obvious draw-
back. From nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion (NMRD) measure-
ments we estimated τc values from 135 ns at 298 K, down to 85 ns at
328 K. The coherence transfer at the basis of experiments relying on
scalar couplings severely suffers for the reduced transverse relaxation

times in ferritin. In practice, all the coherence-transfer protonless ex-
periments failed to provide detectable signals due to severe transverse
relaxation during coherence transfer steps. The CRINEPT-TROSY,
which in our hands was a successful experiment for the study of protein
assemblies of apparent size of the order of 150 kDa [16], in the case of
H′ ferritin allowed us the detection of only a fraction of the expected
1H-15N signals, even when operating at relatively high temperatures to
speed up molecular tumbling, and using perdeuterated samples to at-
tenuate the relaxation via coupling with 1H. Protein perdeuteration, to
diminish the density of protons, eliminates many of the spin-diffusion
relaxation pathways, thus reducing the efficiency of 1H relaxation.
Additionally, because of the smaller gyromagnetic ratio of deuterium
(γ=4.11 107 rad s−1 T−1) with respect to proton, the relaxation times
of the 13C and 15N spins are greatly increased [17]. As far as the effect of
temperature on the correlation time is concerned, it is worth noting
that, even in a highly thermostable protein like ferritin, long-lasting
experiments at very high temperature are not easily feasible due to at
least partial structure destabilization/unfolding (as observed for ferritin
pores around 325–330 K) [18]; moreover, 323 K is an upper-limit op-
erating temperature for cryoprobes.

On the contrary, in the 13C–13C NOESY maps intra-residue con-
nectivities could be easily detected for most residues in the aliphatic
region of the spectrum (Fig. 2B). At shorter mixing times the most in-
tense peaks are those between carbon nuclei connected by a single
bond. At longer mixing times, spin diffusion effects become operative
and allow to draw the entire pattern of intra-chain connectivities, as
illustrated in Fig. 2C for Ile and Val [19].

Nevertheless, 13C-13C NOESY as a stand-alone experiment does not
allow the sequence specific assignment of the signals. Our attempts to
push forward the limits of the technique aimed at observing long range
inter-residue dipolar interactions failed. We therefore resorted to solid-
state magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR on ferritin microcrystals, which
provided the sequence specific assignment of 75% of the protein re-
sidues [20].

An important feature for the successful use of combined solution
and solid-state NMR approaches is the possibility of a straightforward
transfer of signal assignment from one state to the other. In the case of
ferritin, the 13C-13C NOESY spectra are essentially superimposable with
the 13C-13C correlated spectra obtained by solid-state NMR methods on
microcrystalline samples produced by PEG precipitation [15,20] or on
pelleted samples prepared by ultracentrifugation of concentrated pro-
tein solutions [20–23]. When corrected for the isotope effect on the
chemical shift induced by the presence of 2H nuclei in the solution
samples, the assignment of the aliphatic side chains could be auto-
matically transferred. This was the starting point for our experiments
aimed at monitoring the ferritin-assisted biomineralization.

In ferritin cages containing H or H′-type subunits the iron biomi-
neralization is an enzymatically-assisted process, thanks to the presence
of the so-called ferroxidase centers where iron(II) is oxidized to ferric
species by oxygen. Because of this activity, the titration of ferritin so-
lutions with iron(II) salts leads to a progressive increase in ferric spe-
cies. The formation of ferric products was monitored via 13C-13C NOESY
thanks to the paramagnetic-induced broadening beyond detection of
the resonances of residues nearby the ferric products [15,20]. The
paramagnetism of the ferric products was measured by the Evans
method and suggested the formation of ferric clusters of increasing
nuclearity characterized by antiferromagnetic coupling. In a protein of
this size at 700MHz, the paramagnetic transverse relaxation is domi-
nated by the Curie relaxation [24] and therefore the broadening effects
can be translated into distance limits: the signals of any nucleus within
5 Å from ferric ions are expected to be broadened beyond detection. On
these bases, we suggested a location for the first binuclear species that
forms at the ferroxidase site and a possible pathway for the ferric
clusters that form during subsequent catalytic turnovers [15,20]. These
NMR results inspired the development of time-lapse anomalous crys-
tallography to characterize the ferroxidase center of ferritins. This

Fig. 1. Qualitative dependence of longitudinal, T1, and transverse, T2, nuclear
relaxation times on the value of the rotational correlation time, τc. For mac-
romolecular systems, T1 and T2 values diverge, with the latter continuously
decreasing and the former increasing. The colored areas represent those of re-
levance for the examples discussed in this contribution, namely Rana ca-
tesbeiana H′ ferritin (blue), Helicobacter pylori nickel-dependent regulatory
protein NikR (red), and human cytochrome c, cyt c (green).
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Fig. 2. (A) The nanocage structure of 24-mer ferritins is characterized by octahedral (432) symmetry. Along the 6 C2-symmetry axes, pairs of antiparallel-oriented
subunits give rise to extensive intersubunit contacts. Groups of three symmetry-related subunits from different pairs form eight channels along the four C3 axes.
Groups of four symmetry-related subunits from different pairs create the six channels along the 3 C4 axes. (B) The 13C-13C NOESY spectrum of homopolymeric
perdeuterared H′ ferritin from Rana catesbeiana recorded on a spectrometer operating at 700MHz proton frequency and equipped with a triple-resonance TXO probe
optimized for 13C direct detection experiments 500ms mixing time at 298 K (total experiment time ~40 h). The signals of the side chains of Ile and Val residues are
colored in red and violet, respectively. (C) NOESY pattern for Ile and Val residues and dependence of cross-peak intensities on mixing time for selected connectivities.
Source: Panels (B) and (C) are adapted from [19].
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method also provided a description of the iron(II) path from bulk so-
lution to the inner cavity, via C3 channels, and then its assisted delivery
to the ferroxidase centers [25–28]. Instead, clusters of high nuclearity
have never been detected by X-ray crystallography although they have
been proposed as biomineral precursors also on the basis of in-
dependent Mössbauer experiments [29–31]. Their evanescence in
crystallography is probably because they are spatially disordered; a
similar situation is encountered for the caged biomineral.

The example of the interaction of iron with H′ ferritin extends the
use of 13C-13C NOESY for the characterization of the protein inter-
actome beyond the already proposed application in monitoring protein-
protein surface contacts [32].

2.2. Helicobacter pylori nickel-dependent regulatory protein, NiKR

The NikR protein is a nickel-dependent regulatory protein. In the
gastric pathogen Helicobacter pylori, NikR regulates the expression of
urease. NikR is a homotetrameric protein that belongs to the ribbon-
helix-helix family of transcriptional regulators; the subunits (~20 kDa
each) consist of two different domains: a N-terminal DNA-binding do-
main and a C-terminal domain that is required for nickel binding and
for tetramerization. The two domains are connected by a flexible linker;
as result, the homotetramer can adopt three overall conformations
depending on the relative orientation of the DNA binding domains with
respect to the central tetramerization core formed by the metal binding

domains, i.e. open, trans and cis conformations (Fig. 3A); the latter is
stabilized by DNA binding [33].

S. Ciurli and P. Carloni performed atomistic and coarse-grained
molecular dynamic simulations to analyze the interconversion among
the three conformers and the role played by nickel in modulating the
dynamic of these equilibria [34]. The contribution of our lab to this
study consisted in the use of NMR spectra as a fingerprint tool to
monitor the number of conformers present in solution for the apo and 4-
Ni(II) bound forms. The number of peaks observed for the backbone
and side chains in solution NMR data pointed to the presence either of a
single symmetric conformation or an average ensemble of conformers
interconverting on the submillisecond time scale. The dynamic analysis
of the system is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Here we con-
centrate, instead, on the methodological aspects of the NMR approach.

The NikR homotetramer is about one-sixth in size with respect to
the 24-mer ferritin (Fig. 1) [35]. With a molecule of this size we could
successfully detect the entire set of 1H-15N correlation for backbone
amides by using TROSY-heteronuclear single quantum correlation
(HSQC) experiments in the temperature range between 298 and 315 K
for a perdeuterated sample. In our hands this spectrum provided better
results with respect to coherence transfer protonless analogues. The
highest temperature was used to improve the spectral quality by ex-
ploiting the reduced rotational correlation time τc of the system. For
both apo and 4-Ni(II) NikR, the 1H-15N TROSY-HSQC spectra contained
a number of peaks consistent with the number of amino acids in the

Fig. 3. (A) Schematic diagram of the open, cis and trans conformations of H. pylori NikR. Different colors identify different monomers, each constituted by a DNA
binding and a metal binding domain. (B) 1H-15N TROSY-HSQC spectra of perdeuterared apo (black) and 4-Ni(II) (red) H. pylori NikR, recorded on a spectrometer
operating at 700MHz proton frequency at 315 K (C) The 13C-13C NOESY spectra of perdeuterared apo (black) and 4-Ni(II) (red) H. pylori NikR, recorded on a
spectrometer operating at 700MHz proton frequency and equipped with a triple-resonance TXO probe optimized for 13C direct detection experiments using 1.5 s
mixing time at 315 K (total experiment time ~60 h). The of Cγ1-Cδ cross-peaks for Ile residues are boxed; the dipolar connectivities between more distant carbons
within the Ile side chains are barely visible (see Fig. 2C for comparison purposes).
Source: The pictures of the NMR spectra are adapted from [34].
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Fig. 4. (A) Ribbon representation of the structure of human cyt c; the heme and its axial ligands, His18 and Met80, are represented as blue, magenta and yellow
sticks, respectively. (B) 13C one dimensional NMR spectra of fully 13C-enriched iron(II) (top), fully 13C-enriched iron(III) cyt c (middle); iron(III) cyt c with unlabeled
heme (bottom). (C) Schematic representation of the heme and numbering of its carbon atoms. The circles represent the contact shift patterns for 13C nuclei (light grey
circles for positive contact shifts; dark grey circles for negative contact shifts; the radius of each circle is proportional to the absolute value of the contact shift). (D)
13C-13C NOESY spectrum of fully 13C-enriched cyt c, acquired with 75ms mixing time (total experiment time ~27 h). (E) 13C-13C EXSY spectrum of fully 13C-enriched
cyt c recorded, acquired with 35ms mixing time (total experiment time ~15 h); the sample contains a 3:1 mixture of the oxidized and reduced forms, for a total
protein concentration of 2.9mM. All spectra were recorded on a spectrometer operating at 700MHz proton frequency and equipped with a triple-resonance TXO
probe optimized for 13C direct detection experiments, at 300 K. Signal assignments follow the numbering of the scheme in panel C.
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monomer (Fig. 3B); the observed differences in the pattern of chemical
shift between the apo and holo forms reflect differences in backbone
conformation induced by metal binding. It is worth mentioning that
nickel binds to NikR in a squared-planar geometry and is therefore
diamagnetic [36]. On the same samples, 13C-13C NOESY spectra were
acquired to observe amino acid side chains. The smaller protein size
with respect to ferritin implies shorter T1 and τc values, and therefore a
less efficient NOE. As a matter of fact, at variance to what reported for
ferritin in Section 2.1 and Fig. 2, even with very long mixing times (up
to 1.5 s) we could not detect the entire pattern of spins within amino
acids side chains. The situation is clearly visible in Fig. 3C. Never-
theless, the spectral resolution allowed us to count the number of side
chains and determine again a number of peaks that equals that expected
for a symmetric homotetramer.

2.3. Mitochondrial cytochrome c

Mitochondrial cytochrome c (cyt c, hereafter) is a small soluble
monomeric protein that contains a covalently bound c-type heme
(Fig. 4A). The heme iron coordination is completed by His and Met
axial ligands that provide a low spin nature to the metal center: S= 0 in
the reduced iron(II) form and S=1/2 in the oxidized iron(III) form.

With cyt c one goes further down by roughly another factor of 6 in
molecular size and τc (Fig. 1). For its small size and the low spin nature
of the ferric form, oxidized cyt c has been one of the first paramagnetic
molecules for which the solution structure has been solved by NMR
[37–39], using homonuclear 1H two-dimensional (2D) NMR experi-
ments only. Later on, 15N-labeling was introduced to measure backbone
internal mobility via 15N longitudinal, transverse and rotating frame
relaxation rates and 15N-1H NOE [40–42], as well as to take advantage
of 1H-15N HSQC experiments for monitoring the interaction with small
molecules [43] or other proteins via chemical shift perturbation map-
ping [44–46]. 15N,13C-enrichment provides access to triple resonance
experiments, which largely facilitate the task of sequence specific as-
signment for new cyt c variants [47], but are not strictly necessary
given the low spectral complexity.

In cyt c, the reduced and oxidized forms interconvert with an ex-
change rate which is slow with respect to the chemical shift difference
of the nuclei undergoing exchange; the magnetization transfer between
the two species occurs and can be detected and quantified via the in-
tegrated intensity of cross peaks in two-dimensional exchange spec-
troscopy (EXSY) experiments, thus providing the chemical exchange
rate constant. This self-exchange electron transfer process [48] has been
traditionally determined via 1H-1H EXSY. A few years ago we have
proposed homonuclear EXSY experiments relying on 15N or 13C as al-
ternative and more robust tools [49,50]. Relevant to this contribution is
the so-called COCO-EXSY experiment, where exchange between back-
bone carbonyl spins (here named CO) is observed. The experiment re-
lies on the same pulse sequence as the 13C-13C NOESY, but in its EXSY
version the mixing time is optimized to detect peaks arising from che-
mical exchange rather than dipolar interactions [49]. The resulting 2D
spectrum is a homonuclear 13C′ correlation (where C′ indicates the
backbone carbonyl carbon) in which, for each 13C′ spin, the four-peak
pattern typical of a homonuclear experiment with diagonal (self) peaks
C′ox-C′ox and C′red-C′red, and cross (exchange) peaks C′ox-C′red and C′red-
C′ox is observed.

Cyt c with 13C-enriched heme has also been used for 13C-13C NOESY
and EXSY experiments, as it will be reviewed hereafter. These data are
unpublished results from our laboratory.

While 13C-direct detection in its one-dimensional version has re-
vealed to be useful for the observation of the resonances of axial ligands
in high/intermediate spin iron(III) in hemeproteins [51–53], in the case
of low spin iron(III) cyt c, 1H detection is sufficient to provide the
signals of His18 and Met80, along with the proton resonances of the
heme substituents [3,54]. Nevertheless, the use of 13C–enriched heme
allows the assignment of core porphyrin resonances that provide useful

information about heme distortion and unpaired spin delocalization. In
b-type heme proteins this type of information is retrieved by recon-
stitution with porphyrins 13C-labeled at selected positions and the
spectral assignment substantially relies on the comparison of one-di-
mensional 13C spectra of differently labeled derivatives and/or on the
use of 13C-13C incredible natural abundance double-quantum transfer
experiment (INADEQUATE) or 1H-13C-13C-edited 1H double-resonance
isotope-edited (DRIED) spectra [55–59]. In the case of cyt c the cova-
lent linkage between two Cys residues (Cys14 and Cys17) and the heme
does not allow a straightforward substitution of the heme cofactors with
selectively labeled iron-porphyrins. Nevertheless, in our lab, fully 13C-
enriched human cyt c was produced with reasonably good yield (about
4mg/l) using 13C-glycerol as carbon source; no 2-mercaptoethane sul-
fonate (MESNA) and δ-ALA were added to the media, but 100mg/l
FeSO4 were introduced to favor the heme synthesis. The one-dimen-
sional 13C NMR spectra of fully 13C-enriched reduced and oxidized
human cyt c are reported in Fig. 4B (top and middle panels, respec-
tively). The spectrum of the iron(III) form displays several hyperfine
shifted resonances between 220 and −80 ppm, characterized by short
T1 values; most of these resonances belong to the heme moiety, as in-
dicated by their disappearance in the spectrum of the oxidized cyt c
containing unlabeled heme (Fig. 4B, bottom panel).

In ferric cyt c, a 13C-13C NOESY spectrum with fast recycle delay
and 75ms mixing time was used to assign the core porphyrin 13C re-
sonances (Fig. 4C and D) and to further confirm the assignment of
protonated carbons of heme and axial ligand resonances. Cyt c is small
and therefore has small τc and relatively short T1 values (see Fig. 1),
which are further decreased in the ferric form due to dipolar and
contact contributions to paramagnetic relaxation [24]. The 13C-13C
NOESY maps for a protein of this size are expected to provide only
connectivities between 13C-nuclei at very short distances, typically
those separated by a single bond, in agreement with our experimental
findings, as summarized in Fig. 4D. Using 13C-13C EXSY spectra be-
tween the hyperfine shifted resonances of heme in ferric cyt c and the
corresponding resonances of the ferrous form, we could fully assign
also the porphyrin 13C resonances in the diamagnetic iron(II) cyt c
(Fig. 4E).

Finally, using the pseudocontact shift for 1HN and 15NH of 76 non
coordinating amino acids we derived the magnetic susceptibility ani-
sotropy parameters, according to well-established procedures
[37,39,60–62], and we back calculated the pseudocontact contributions
for the porphyrin 13C (in the limit of the metal-centered approxima-
tion). By subtracting these values from the observed ones, we obtained
an estimate of the contact shifts on the heme 13C, as summarized in
Fig. 4C.

3. Conclusions

The idea behind this contribution is to provide the students of the
Summer School and the readers some examples of the possible appli-
cations of an experiment which is easy to be acquired and interpreted.
As shown for NikR, the 13C-13C NOESY can find applications as a fin-
gerprinting method to obtain information on the presence/absence of
multiple conformations in slow or semi-slow exchange on the NMR
chemical shift time scale for amino acid side chains. It represents a
facile tool for EXSY experiments when dealing with slow exchange
phenomena (on the NMR chemical shift time scale) such as the self-
exchange electron transfer process operative between the reduced and
oxidized form of cyt c. It provides an efficient method to monitor the
behavior of side chains when dealing with protein interactions with
other macromolecules or (paramagnetic) metal ions. A good example of
the latter application is provided by the identification of the binding
area for the ferric species produced in ferritin. When applied to uni-
formly 13C-enriched porphyrins in recombinant heme proteins, the
13C-13C NOESY experiment is a valuable approach to derive informa-
tion on the electronic structure of the heme iron.
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Most importantly, the 13C-13C NOESY experiment is essentially the
only tool for monitoring all amino acids side chains in solution ex-
periments of very large molecular assemblies, as demonstrated for the
homopolymeric 24-mer ferritin cage. The symmetry properties of the
ferritin cage greatly simplify the spectra; heteropolymeric assemblies
could be similarly studied by selective 13C-enrichment of a single type
of subunits.

Abbreviations

2D two-dimensional
δ-ALA δ-amino levulinic acid
CRINEPT cross-correlated relaxation-enhanced polarization transfer
CRIPT cross-correlated relaxation-induced polarization transfer
CSA chemical shift anisotropy
Cyt c cytochrome c
DRIED double-resonance isotope-edited
EXSY exchange spectroscopy
HSQC heteronuclear single quantum correlation
INADEQUATE incredible natural abundance double-quantum transfer

experiment
MAS magic angle spinning
MESNA 2-mercaptoethane sulfonate
NikR nickel-dependent regulatory protein
NMRD nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion
NOE nuclear Overhauser effect
NOESY nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
T1 longitudinal relaxation time
T2 transverse relaxation time
TROSY transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy
τc rotational correlation time
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